Exam preview for Midterm 3, IS 651, Fall 2017

1. Semantic web serialization
2. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
3. RDF (Triple) Stores
4. design pattern
5. Web Frameworks
6. Infrastructure/Platform/Software as a service
7. Semantic Web
8. XML Document Parsing
9. RDF Schema
10. NuSOAP functions for SOAP services
11. Object oriented PHP’s major notation
12. Curl command
13. Different types of Virtual Machine
14. object relational mapping (ORM) design pattern
15. web framework components
16. REST
17. OWL/Ontology
18. WSDL binding style
19. Enterprise Service Bus
20. Soapaction
21. Mashup
22. GET/PUSH/POST/…
23. CodeIgniter web framework
24. MVC